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(54) Membrane switch

(57) A membrane switch assembly includes a stationary membrane switch circuit layer (1 6), an

insulating spacer (28) or separator on the stationary membrane layer having at least one opening

therethrough (30) end a movable membrane layer switch circuit on the other side of the spacer having

at least one snap-action tactile element (22) extending upwardly therefrom. The stationary membrane
iByer has electrical conductors (16) thereon arranged in a geometrical pattern and cooperating with the

openings (30) in the separator layer (28) to define an array of unique switch and circuit locations. The
movable layer has a conductive contact surface 26 located on the flat surface thereof along the

periphery of a tactile element (22), preferably as an. annular ring, or as segments.
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The drawings originally filed were informal and the print here reproduced is taken from a later filed formal copy.
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SPECIFICATION

Membrane switch

5 This invention relates to tactile membrane
keyboards. More particularly, this invention

relates to tactile membrane keyboards having

a strong tactile snap effect and an extremely

long functional life.

10 Tactile membrane keyboards have found
increasing use and acceptance in many com-
mercial and domestic applications. Thus by

way of example only, the keyboard has found
utility in retail outlets, airline terminals, fast-

1 5 food restaurant terminals, data terminals, cal-

culators, and any other apparatus wherein
digital input is necessary.

A conventional keyboard includes an array

of keys which may be individually actuated to

20 close a pair of contacts of an electrical circuit

associated with each of the keys. It is often

considered desirable to provide for tactile

feedback so that, when the keys are pressed

by the finger of a person operating the key-

25 board, the keys "snap" and force discontinu-

ity is transmitted to the finger of the user

indicating that the key has been actuated and
an electrical signal thus generated in the cir-

cuit associated with the key.

30 A typical membrane type keyboard having
tactility as described above is comprised of a

membrane switch assembly which includes a

bottom stiffener layer, a stationary membrane
switch circuit layer on the stiffener, an insulat-

35 ing spacer or separator on the stationary

membrane layer. Bnd an active membrane
switch circuit layer on the other sida of the

spacer. This active membrane layer is often

comprised of a plurality of tactile snap-action

40 elements such as domes which extend up-

wardly therefrom away from the lower station-

ary membrane layer. Both the stationary and
BCtive membrane layers have electrical con-"

ductors thereon (formed by printed circuit

45 techniques such as conductive ink) arranged

in a desired pattern and cooperating with

holes or openings In the separator layer to

define an array of unique switch and circuit

locations. The application of an appropriate

50 force to a switch site (i.e., tactile dome) on the

upper surface of the active layer causes the

active layer and its particular switch compo-
nent to make mechanical and electrical con-

tact through the appropriate hole in the spacer

55 with the circuit pattern on the fixed or passive

layer of the membrane.
Conventional prior art tactile membrane

keyboards have a problem of a lack of reliabil-

ity and uniformity in the operational or tunc-

60 tional lifespan (i.e., number of actuations be-

fore failure) of tactile domes. To a great

extent, this problem appears to result from a

degradation or breakdown of the conductive

ink on the active membrane layer, h is hypo-

65 thesfeed that stress and fatigue from the con-

tinued flexing or actuating of the tactile doma
eventually causes the degradation of the con-

ductive material (e.g., ink) located on the

inside surface of the dome. Thus, after such a

70 breakdown, the tactile dome, which serves as

the contact medium for conventional key-

boards, will no longer effect adequate electri-

cal contact. Breakdown of the conductive ma-
terials on the contact surface of the active

75 layer either require the keyboard to be dis-

carded or will create undesirably increased

maintenance, replacement and labor costs for

repair. Accordingly, a tactile membrane key-

board which not only retains adequate tactile

80 (snap-action) feedback, but also has an im-

proved or extended operating life would be

highly desirable and advantageous.

In accordance with the present invention,

there is provided a membrane switch compris-

85 ing a first circuit sheet, said first circuit sheet

having at least a first sheet of insulating

material with first electrically conductive con-

tact means thereon, a said second sheet hav-

ing a second sheet of insulating material, at

90 least one tactile element formed in and ex-

tending from said second sheet said second

sheet of insulating material defining a flat

surface at the base of said tactile element,

second-electricalry conductive contact means
95 on said flat surface about the periphery of

said tactile element, spacer means between

said first and second circuit sheet, said spacer

means having a plurality of openings therein

whereby said tactile element is actuable under

1 00 an applied force to move said second corvduo

tive contact means through said opening and

into electrical contact with said first conduc-

tive contact means.

As in the prior art keyboards, the lower

105 stationary membrane layer has a contact area

of electrical conductors (e.g., copper traces or

conductive ink) thereon arranged in a pattern

and cooperating with holes in the separator

layer to define an array of unique switch and

110 circuit locations. Unlike the prior art, a novel

improvement of the present invention lies in

the positioning and structure of the contact

surface of the active layer. This novel contact

surface, which may be comprised of conduc-

1 1 5 tive ink or other conductive material, is ap-

plied to the active layer, around the periphery

of the base of a, dome on the flat surface of

the active layer, preferably as an annular ring.

Thus, as no part of the upper contact ring

120 surface is adhered to the flexing surface of the

dome as in the prior art, the conductive

material comprising the contBct surface will

not be subject to the previously discussed

stress or fatigue and resultant breakdown

126 when the dome is repeatedly actuated over a

long period of time. The tactile membrane
keyboard of the present invention, therefore,

exhibits a markedly improved and extended

operating life which in turn, provides im-

1 30 proved efficiency and greater reliability and
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economy to the keyboard purchaser and

manufacturer. Note thai the present invention

requires the use of less conductive ink than in

the prior art and therefore reduced manufac-

5 turing costs.

In order to accomplish this modified annular

contact structure along the periphery of the

domes, the diameter of the openings in the

spacer or separator is increased relative to

1 0 conventional keyboards. Similarly, the contact

area of the lower stationary layer is correspon-

dingly increased to equal that of the openings.

Thus, sufficient room is provided for the annu-

lar contact rings on the active leyer so that,

1 5 upon actuation of the dome, the annular ring

will have an open path to effect contact w'rth

the electrical conductors on the stationary

layer. The particular structural arrangement of

the present invention provides electrical con-

20 tact prior to the dome having travelled its full

course, with the full travel of the dome and

snap action or tactile feedback telling the

operator that switch actuation has occurred.

Various modifications and embodiments of

25 the tactile membrane keyboard of the present

invention include segmenting one or both

switch contact surfaces in order to permit

multiple parallel contacts on both the upper

and lower circuit layers. Also the present

30 invention is equally applicable to b multiplicity

of dome configurations including, but not lim-

ited to, oval domes and ramp-shaped domes.

.

Finally, the absence of conductive material

along the inside surface of the snap-action

35 dome permits the incorporation of back-light-

ing, i.e, illumination from beneath the keys.

The above-discussed and other advantages

of the present invention wilt be apparent to

and understood by those skilled in the art

40 from the following detailed description and

drawings.

Referring now to the drawings, wherein like

elements are numbered alike in the several

figures;

45 Figure 1 is a partial cross-sectional elevation

view of the upper portion of an individual

tactile membrane element in accordance with

the present invention.

Figure 2 is a plan view of the tactile dome
50 of Fig. 1 in accordance with the present

invention.

Figure 2A is a view similar to Fig. 2 of a

modified construction.

Figure 3 is a' cross-sectional elevation view

55 showing a tactile membrane keyboard as-

sembly in accordance with the present inven-

tion.

Referring to the Figures, a portion of a

keyboard in accordance with the present in-

60 vention is shown. In the Figures, one or two
key locations are shown, but it will be under-

stood that an entire keyboard is made up of a

monolithic membrane circuit structure com-

prised of any number of individual tactile

65 domes or keys, the specific number being

determined by the requirements of the parti-

cular keyboard and application.

A two key portion of a monolithic mem-

brane keyboard or circuit array 1 0 is shown in

70 Fig. 3. The monolithic membrane keyboard or

switch structure includes a bottom strffener

sheet or rigidlzing layer 1 2 which may be a.

plastic or metal sheet with stiffness and flat-

ness equivalent to aluminum 6061 alloy of

75 approximately 0.5 mm thick. Stiffener 1

2

serves to support and maintain In planer con-

dition a fixed or passive layer circuit sheet of

the key switch assembly which consists of a

lower insulating layer or sheet 1 4, preferably

80 of Mylar polyester film, and a lower circuit

pattern 16 formed thereon. This fixed or pas-

sive key switch layer or circuit sheet is adhe-

siveh/ bonded to strffener 1 2. Insulating layer

14 may be of any desired thickness, prefera-

85 bly between 0.05 mm to 0.18 mm Bnd the

conductive pattern thereon may be formed by

any known printed circuit technique, such as

by printing with a conductive ink, printing or

etching a conductive metal foil, etc. Prefera-

90 bly, the conductive pattern 1 6 should be

reasonably thin (on the order of 0.01 to 0.05

mm in thickness, and preferably about 0.025

mm thick).

A movable or active switch layer or upper

95 circuit sheet Is positioned above the lower

circuit pattern 16. The movable or active

switch layer comprises an upper insulating

layer 20, e.g. Mylar. The upper insulating

layer 20 has an array of snap-action protru-

1 00 sions or tactile elements 22 in the shape of an

arcuate dome 24 of truncated cone shape

having a flattened top surface. As mentioned,

the present invention is equally applicable to

tactile domes of other shapes incudling, but

1 05 not limited to, semispherical domes, ovaf-

shaped domes, ramp domes, etc. The insulat-

ing layer 20 of the active switch layer has a

printed circuit conductor or contact surface 26

having the shape of an annular ring and

1 1 0 formed by any known printed circuit tech-

nique (e.g., conductive ink). This annular ring-

shaped contact surface 26 runs around the

outer periphery of the dome 24 base and is

adhesively or otherwise bonded to the flat

1 1 5 surface of the active switch layer.

An insulating spacer or separator layer 28
having a plurality of openings 30 may be

adhesively or otherwise fixed in position on

one side to the stationary layer on which the

1 20 lower circuit pattern 1 6 is located, and on the

other side-to the upper insulating layer 20.

The total thickness of the spacer 28 may be

used to adjust the distance between the upper

conductor 26 and the lower circuit pattern

125 16. The opening 30 in spacer 2B must be

larger than the diameter or outer dimensions

of conductor pattern 26 so as to allow the

dome 24 to snap through and deflect pattern

26 into contact with the circuit pattern 16 in

1 30 order to achieve electrical contact between the
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switch components.

The array of flat-top arcuate domes 24 and

correspondingly bonded annular ring-shaped

circuit conductors 26 are positioned above the

6 tower circuh pattern 16 such that the domes
24 protrude upwardly away from the lower

circuit pattern. This arrangement defines an

array of unique circuit locations or switch

sites. When a force of sufficient magnitude is

1 0 imposed on a dome 24, the protrusion 22 is

moved downwardly in a snap-action through

the opening 30 in spacer 28 moving the

Bnnutar contact surface 26 into electrical and
mechanical contact with the lower circuit pat-

15 tern 16. This electrical contact acts to close a

switch and deliver an electrical signal. It

should be understood that the novel design of

the present invention results in electrical con-

tact taking place between the respective con*

20 tact surfaces 16 and 26 prior to the dome
having travelled its full course. Nevertheless,

the necessary tactile feedback is achieved as

the dome will continue in its travel path,

resulting in snap action whereby the keyboard
25 operator perceives that contact has been ac-

complished.

As discussed earlier, a major problem in

conventional prior art membrane keyboards

has been a lack in reliability and predictability

30 of the functional lifespan of the keyboards.

This problem is overcome by the membrane
keyboard of the present invention. While in

the prior art, the upper conductive contact

surface wbs adhesively applied to the inside of

35 a dome, in the present invention, the upper

conductive surface 26 is formed preferably as

an annular ring on the flattened surfaces of

insulating layer 20 (as opposed to the flexing

area within the dome). The advantage of the

40 annular conductive surface 26 is far de-

creased stressing fatigue and less flexing of

the surface 26. In other words, since no part

of the contact ring surface 26 is adhered to

any surface of the dome 24, the surface 26
45 will not be subject to the repeated stressing

and flexing of the inner surface of the dome
24 during key actuation. The lower fatigue

associated with the present invention there-

fore results in longer life of the active contact

50 element.

Another difference between the present in-

vention and the prior art is the comparative

dimensioning of the openings 30 in spacer 28
end the lower contact surface 1 6 on the

55 passive layer 14. In order to construct a

membrane keyboard in accordance with the

present invention, the relative dimensioning of

the component parts has to be such that the

upper annular contact surface 26 can freely

60 make electrical and mechanical contact with

the tower contact surface 16, while the plural-

ity of domes 24 retain the required tactile,

snap-action feature. Accordingly, the diameter

of the openings 30 in the spacer 28 is

65 increased relative to the prior art spacer open-

ings. Similarly, the diameter of the lower

contact surface 1 6 on lower insulating layer

14 is correspondingly increased. Thus, the

annular flat area on the inside surface of

70 insulating layer 20 capable of supporting an-

nular contact surface 26 is exposed to the

lower contact surface 1 6 so that contact may

be effected therebetween.

In en alternative embodiment of the present

75 invention, the contact surfaces 16 and 26

may be segmented so as to permit multiple,

parallel contacts on both the upper and lower

membrane layers. The segmented upper con-

tact surface is shown in Fig. 2A, where the

80 tactile element or dome 22 is surrounded by

arcuate contact segments 26a and 26b. The

contact surface 16 would be similarly seg-

mented. This.segmented configuration is very

difficult, if not impossible to accomplish with

85 conventional tactile membrane keyboards

wherein the upper contact surface is secured

to the Inside surface of the dome.

The tactile membrane keyboard of the pre-

sent invention is extremely economical for

90 both the purchaser and manufacturer. The

improved operational lifespan and greater reli-

ability translates into far lower replacement

. and maintenance costs. Similarly, from the

manufacturer's standpoint, the annular ring of

95 conductive ink, paint or other conductive sur-

face requires less material than in the prior

art. Also, if the conductive contact surface 1

6

on the lower passive layer is shaped like an

annular ring of the same configuration as the

1 00 annular ring 26 on the active layer (rather

than a full contact pad), then even less con-

ductive ink or the like will be needed at a

great cost savings.

A further advantage of the present invention

105 is the possibility of illuminating the key legend

from beneath the keys. In the prior art, the

presence of conductive ink or the like under-

neath the dome prevented a light source from

penetrating therethrough. Since, in the pre-

1 10 sent invention, conductive ink is only around

the periphery of each key, It is not in a

position to block light transmission through

the key and therefore backlighting illumination

may easily be provided if so desired.

115
CLAIMS

1 . Membrane switch comprising:

a first circuit sheet,

said first circuit sheet having at least a first

1 20 sheet of insulating material with first electri-

cally conductive contact means thereon,

a second sheet having a second sheet of

insulating material,

at least one tactile element formed in snd

1 25 extending from said second sheet

said second sheet of insulating materiel

defining a flat surface at the base of said

tactile element,

second electrically conductive contact

1 30 means on said flat surface about the periphery
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of said tactile element,

spacer means between said first and second

circuit sheet,

said spacer means having a plurality of

5 openings therein whereby said tactile element

is actuable under an applied force to move

said second conductive contact means

through said opening and into electrical con-

tact with said first conductive contact means.

10 2. A membrane switch as claimed in

Claim 1, wherein said tactile element is a

snap-action dome.

3. A membrane switch as claimed in

Claim % wherein said snap-action dome has

1 5 an arcuate shape with a fiat top.

4. A membrane switch as claimed in any

one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein said second

conductive contactor means has an annular

shape.

20 5. A membrane switch as claimed in

Claim 4, wherein said first conductive contac-

tor means has an annular shape correspond-

ing to said second conductive contactor

means.

25 6. A membrane switch as claimed in any

one of Claims t to 5, wherein said first and

second conductive contactor means are com-

prised of a conductive ink.

7. A membrane switch as claimed in any

30 one of Claims T to 6,' wherein said first and

second conductive contactor means are seg-

mented thereby permitting multiple parallel

contacts on said upper and lower circuit sheet

means.

35 8. A membrane switch bs claimed in any

one of Claims 1 to 7, including a stiffening

sheet in supporting attachment to said lower

circuit sheet means.

9. A membrane switch as claimed in any

40 one of Claims 1 to 8, wherein said tactile

element is free of electrically conductive ma-

terial within the periphery of said tactile ele-

ment, whereby SBid tactile element is suitable

for backlighting,

45- 10. A membrane switch substantially as

hereinbefore described and as illustrated in

the accompanying drawings.

Printed in th» United Ktnpdom for

Her Majesty's Striontty Office. Dd 881 8936, 1985. 4235.
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Descrizione dell* INVENZIONE INDUSTRI ALE dal

titolo: "TASTI ERA A RETROAZIONE TATTILE A

VIBRAZIONE" a nome dei Sigg. *

J
Zukin Marcib nato a Rio De Janeiro -Brasile- il

01/03/1966 residente a Milano in via Popoli Uniti

20

Ranzani Paolo nato a Milano il 13/10/1963

resident© a Milano in via Fornari 10

RIASSUKTO

Tastiera di comando per apparecchi ature

elettriche/elettroniche in cui la rptroazi one

delVawenuto comando, viene inoltrata

al 1
' opera tore mediante vibrazione del tasto

stesso.

STATO ATTUALE PELLA TECNICA

Sono note 1e tastiere o pulsantiere d1 comando che

quotidi anamente vengono azionate nells piu 1

diversif icate appl i caz i on i : calcol atr ici , .

telefoni, ascensori > distributor! automatici,

elettrodomestici etc.

Le attuali tastiere presentano tipologie
t

costruttive variabili anche in funzione della

appl i caz i one ; si hanno pertanto tastiere a



microinterruttori , a membrana, capacitive etc.

Elemento essenziale del 1 • apparecchiatura e' un

contatto, - meccanico od el ettronico, - che viene

chiuso, ovvero messo in conduzione, quando il

tasto viene premuto dal 1 'operatore,

l
1

1 nformazi one che il . tasto e' stato

ef f etti vamente premuto puo' pervenire

all 'operatore in diversi modi: rumore meicanico

del tasto, segnalazione acustica, segnalazione

luminosa, innesco delle operazioni comandate dal

tasto, etc*

In app1ica2ioni di largo consumo od in ambienti

industrial! particolarmente ostili, si . preferisce

utilizzare tastiere a membrana o capacitive per la

loro maggiore resistenza meccanica ed alia

penetrazione tfi agenti' estern.i come polvere,

umidita' / trucioli di lavorazione; .

Tali tastiere nbn danno una retroazione

"meccanica" a * causa dell.a loro tecnologia

costruttiva, si deve pertanto ricorrere alia

segnalazione acustica o . luminosa. •

Nel caso in cui Voperatore sia non udente o non

vedente o comunque si trovi in ambienti rumorosi o

malamente illuminati, egli non puo 1 definire con

3



certezza Tavvenuto comando. 1

II ritrovato in oggetto elimina o.riduce i

suddetti i rtconveni enti risolvendo anche

completamente alcuni problemi come qui di seguito

illustrato,

DESCRIZIONE DEL RITROVATO

Secondo 11 ritrovato si prevede una risposta

all 'operator© mediahte la vibrazione del tasto

premuto.

La retroazione agisce pertanto sul tatto

del 1 'operatore, lasciando liberi, se efficient!,

gli altri sensi.

Secondo una struttura preferenziale. il ritrovato

si presenta come una normale tastiera a membrana

sotto.alla quale vengono applicati del trasduttori

piezoelettrici ,
• che, eccitati ad una opportune::.

frequenza, mettono in vibrazione il tasto stesso.* ;•

In una variante si prevede- che lo.stee&o

trasduttore pi ezoel ettrico* : funrioni .

contemporaneamente anche da. tasto, in quanto esso*

genera una tensione proporzionale -.(.alia.:

solleci tazione meccanica applicata.

Alio scopo di rendere idoneo il ritrovato anche ad

applicazioni gia' esistehti, il trasduttore
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potrebbe essere posizionato anche sul lato

anteriore del tasto.

VAMTAGGI

Sono evident! i vantaggi del ritrovato.

Con una tastiera avente aspetto esteriore uguale a

quello dei modem esistenti, si allarga la

possibilita* di uso di certe apparecchiature anche.

a persone handicappate o 1'uso di apparecchiature

in ambienti particolarmente ostili.

Al 1
9 operatore non viene richiesta nessuna

attenzione particolare e l
T uso del ritrovato .

non. . . m

presenta compl icazioni aggiunte.

Ovviamente sono innumerevoli le variantl possibili.

Ad esempio al posto di un trasduttore

pi ezoe 1 ettr i co se ne puo T usare uno di tipo

magnetodinamico, o d1 tipo magnetostrittivo.

Pertanto deve essere inteso che nella domanda di

privativa sia compresa ogni equivalente

applicazione dei concetti ed ogni equivalente

prodotto attuato e/o operante secondo una o piu' ;

qualsiasi delle caratter i sti che indicate nelle

seguenti

:

S
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RIVSNPICAZIONT j

1) Tastiera a retroazione caratterizzata da cio*

che la retroazione viene inviata all'operatore

mediante azione vibratoria del tasto etesso.

2) Tastiera a retroazione come alia rivendicazione

1), caratterizzata da cio* che la vibrazione inzia

dopo che il tasto e 1 state ef fettivamente premuto.

3) Tastiera a retroazione come alle rivendicazioni

1) e 2), caratterizzata da cio' che la vibrazione

viene generata da un trasduttore piezoelettrico.

4) Tastiera a retroazione come alle rivendica2ioni

da 1) a 3), caratterizzata da cio'che il

trasduttore piezoelettrico viene pilotato da un

circuito elettronico.

5) Tastiera a retroazione come alle rivendicazioni

da 1 ) a 4), caratterizzata da cio'che la tastiera

ha forme usual i e pertanto e' di uso istintivo.

6) :Tastiera a retroazione come al le- rivendicazioni

da ^) a 5), caratterizzata da cio'che il

trasduttore puo* essere anche di tipo differente.

7) Tastiera a retroazione come alle rivendicazioni

da 1) a 6) t caratterizzata da cio'che il

trasduttore puo* essere posizionato anche sulla

faccia anteriore della tastiera.

8) Tastiera a retroazione come alle rivendicazioni

da 1) a 7), caratterizzata da cio'che il

\
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trasduttore stesso puo* fungere da tastiera.

9) Tastiera a retroazione come alle rivendicazioni

da 1) a 8), caratterizzata da cio'che 1'innesco

della vibrazione puo' essere determinato dalla

effettiva attuazlone della operazione legate alia

prressione del tasto.

10) Tastiera a retroazione come alle

rivendicazioni da 1) a 9), caratterizzata da

cio'che la frequenza d1 vlbrazione del tasto puo*

essere differenziata per Indicare diversi tipi di

azione.

11) Tastiera a retroazione come alle

rivendicazioni da 1 ) a 10), caratterizzata da

cio'che il trasduttore sia applicato alia tastiera

mediante incollaggio od altro mezzo.

12) Tastiera a retroazione come alle

rivendicazioni da 1) a 11), <^£a
'tter l5LaJL--.~

cio'che il circuito elettronico di pilotaggio del

trasduttore sia montato su una scheda separata,
j_

13) Tastiera a retroazione ^come- _aT_l e^ .

rivendicazioni da 1) a 12), caratterizzata da

cio'che il circuito elettronico di pilotagglo _

venga integrato nel trasduttore stesso,

14) Tastiera a retroazione come alle
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ri vendicazioni- da 1 ) a 13), caratterizzata da

cio'che il sisterna possa essere applicato anche su

tastiere preesistenti

•

II tutto eostanzialmente come descritto ed

illustrato © per gli scopi speciflcaii.
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DESCRIPTION OF AN INDUSTRIAL INVENTION

Description of the INDUSTRIAL INVENTION having the title: "KEYBORD

WITH VIBRATING TACTILE FEEDBACK" to

Mr Zukin Marcio born in Rio De Janeiro - Brazil - on 01/03/1966 resident in

Milan at via Popoli Uniti 20

Mr Ranzani Paolo born in Milan on 13/10/1963 resident in Milan at via Fornari

10

ABSTRACT

Command keyboard for electrical/electronic apparatuses in which the feedback

of a command that has occurred is transmitted to the operator through vibration

of the button itself.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Keyboards or keypads are known that are actuated daily in the most different

applications: calculators, telephones, lifts, cash machines, domestic appliances,

etc.

Current keyboards have variable embodiments also according to the application;

therefore there are microswitch, membrane, capacitative keyboards, etc.

An essential element of the apparatus is a contact, mechanical or electronic,

which is closed, i.e. made to conduct, when the button is pressed by the

operator.

The operator can be informed that the button has actually been pressed in

different ways: mechanical noise of the button, acoustic signal, light signal,

triggering of the operations commanded by the button, etc.



In widely used applications or in particularly hostile industrial environments, it

is preferred to use membrane or capacitative keyboards due to their greater

mechanical strength and the penetration of impurities like dust, humidity and

processing chips.

Such keyboards do not give "mechanical" feedback due to their constructive

technology and therefore acoustic or light signals must be used.

In the case in which the operator is deaf or blind or in any case is in noisy or

poorly lit environments, he cannot be certain of whether a command has

occurred.

The invention in object eliminates or reduces the aforementioned drawbacks

also completely solving some problems as illustrated hereafter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

According to the invention, a response to the operator through the vibration of

the pressed button is foreseen.

The feedback therefore acts on the operator's sense of touch, leaving the other

senses free, if they work.

According to a preferential structure, the invention is in the form of a normal

membrane keyboard under which piezoelectric transducers are applied that,

excited at a suitable frequency, make the button itself vibrate.

In a variant it is foreseen for the same piezoelectric transducer to simultaneously

operate as a button, since it generates a voltage proportional to the mechanical

stress applied.

In order to make the invention also suitable for applications that already exist,

the transducer could also be positioned on the front side of the button.

ADVANTAGES



The advantages of the invention are clear.

With a keyboard having the same appearance as existing models, the possibility

of using certain apparatuses is extended to handicapped people or it becomes

possible to use apparatuses in particularly hostile environments.

The operator does not have to pay any special attention and the use of the

invention has no additional complications.

Obviously, the possible variants are numerous. For example, instead of a

piezoelectric transducer, a magnetodynamic or magnetostrictive transducer can

be used.

Therefore, it should be understood that the patent application covers any

equivalent application of the concepts and any equivalent product made and/or

operating according to any one or more of the characteristics indicated in the

following:

3
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CLAIMS

1) Keyboard with feedback characterized in that the feedback is sent to the

operator through vibration of the button itself.

2) Keyboard with feedback according to claim 1), characterized in that the

vibration begins after the button has actually been pressed.

3) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) and 2), characterized in that

the vibration is generated by a piezoelectric transducer.

4) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 3), characterized in that

the piezoelectric transducer is controlled by an electronic circuit,

5) Keyboard with feedback according to claims I) to 4), characterized in that

the keyboard is the normal shape and is therefore instinctive to use.

6) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 5), characterized in that

the transducer can also be of a different type.

7) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 6), characterized in that

the transducer can also be positioned on the front face of the keyboard.

8) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 7), characterized in that

the transducer itself can acts as a keyboard.

9) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 8), characterized in that

the triggering of the vibration can be brought about by the actual actuation of

the operation linked to the pressing of the button.

10) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 9), characterized in that

the frequency of vibration of the button can be differentiated to indicate

different types of action.

1 1) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 10), characterized in that

the transducer is applied to the keyboard through gluing or another means.



12) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 1 1), characterized in that

the electronic control circuit of the transducer is mounted on a separate board.

13) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 12), characterized in that

the electronic control circuit is integrated in the transducer itself.

14) Keyboard with feedback according to claims 1) to 13), characterized in that

the system can also be applied onto pre-existing keyboards.

All as substantially described and illustrated and for the specified purposes.
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Specification

(54) [Title of the Invention] Pressure Sensitive Switch

(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] To suddenly lower the resistance value of pressure-sensitive conductive rubber by

instantaneously applying a small pressure force.

(Constitution] Pressure-sensing conductive rubber4 is formed in the cross-sectional shape of

an inverted recess to make it easy to collapse. A switching operation between electrodes 2 and 3 is

conducted by utilizing such a property that the electrical resistance ofthe pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber 4 itselfsuddenly lowers while the contact area between the electrodes 2 and 3

increases with the collapse deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

2
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Pressure Force

Y///A

1 : printing board

2 : positive electrode

3 : negative electrode

4 : pressure-sensitive conductive rubber

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A pressure sensitive switch made by arranging pressure-sensitive conductive

rubber on a board provided with at least one ofa positive electrode and a negative electrode and

accomplishes switching between one electrode and the other electrode with the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber as the center due to a resistance change accompanied by the compressive

deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber itself, by pressurizing the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber and is characterized by forming the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber in the

3



cross-sectional shape ofan inverted recess so that the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber and one

electrode do not make contact in the non-pressure state ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of industrial application] The present invention relates to a pressure sensitive switch

that accomplishes switching by use of a resistance change accompanied by the applied pressure ofa

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber.

[0002]

[Prior Art] As a pressure sensitive switch using a pressure-sensitive conductive rubber, for

example, as shown in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application 52-5477, it has been known that many

hill-like projections are formed on the surface of one sheet electrode formed by a pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber while the other sheet electrode made of a conductive cloth or the like is pasted to

the surface of a sheet electrode formed with these projections. When both electrodes are pressurized,

switching is accomplished between the electrodes is by use of the property that their electrical

resistance is suddenly lowered by increasing the contact area between the two electrodes due to the

compressive deformation ofthe projections.

[0003]

[Problem overcome by the invention] In the conventional pressure sensitive switch

described above, if the applied pressure force is increased to some extent, there is a tendency for the

resistance value of the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber to reduce, but the resistance value is not

changed, remaining infinite under a very small applied pressure force and the initial applied pressure

force necessary for switching relatively increases, which is undesirable.

[0004] In the conventional structure, when it is pressurized to a specific applied pressure force,

even if its resistance value lowers, dropping ofthe resistance value, i.e., the degree of lowering ofthe

resistance value accompanied by the applied pressure, is reduced, the lowering characteristic of

resistance value is slowed, ifthe dispersion ofthe lowering characteristic is considered, its function

as a pressure sensitive switch could not be fully displayed.

[0005] From such a perspective, a pressure sensitive switch ofa structure in which the height

ofthe projections is allowed to be alternately different to improve the lowering ofabove resistance

4
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value has been proposed by the present applicant as Japanese Patent Application H3-234523. In this

type ofpressure sensitive switch, as shown by the broken line A in Fig. 4, a more sudden lowering

characteristic is found, but it not only is insufficient in a drop from the beginning of lowering of the

resistance value to its saturation at a specific value, but also the load change required to obtain the

drop is bigger, and there is still a problem of practicability.

[0006] The present invention focuses on the problems described above and provides a

structure that has a small initial applied pressure force and provides a larger drop in resistance value

with a small change of applied pressure force,

[0007]

[Problem resolution means] The present invention is a pressure sensitive switch which

arranges pressure-sensitive conductive rubber on a board provided with at least one of a positive

electrode and a negative electrode and accomplishes switching between one electrode and the other

electrode with the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber as the center due to the resistance change

accompanized by the compressive deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber, by

pressurizing the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber, and characteristically forms the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber in the cross-sectional shape of an inverted recess so that the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber and one electrode come into non-contact in the non-pressure

state ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber.

[0008]

[Function] According to this structure, the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber is made

extremely easy to flex by making the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber in the cross-sectional shape

of an inverted recess, and also conforms to a required characteristic of the pressure sensitive switch

that the contact area with the electrodes be increased with pressurizing the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber to lower the resistance value. Accordingly, a larger contact area of the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber for the electrodes may be ensured, the resistance value is also

suddenly lowered at a very small applied pressure force, eliminating the need to further increase the

applied pressure force.

[0009]



[Example] Figs. 1 and 2 are diagrams showing an example of the present invention, and

show an example applied to a keyboard switch.

[0010] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, multiple positive electrodes 2 and multiple negative

electrodes 3 are formed on a print board 1 in such a shape that they are made overall different from

each other by pattern printing. A pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 is placed on the print board

1 so as to cover both the electrodes 2 and 3, and a key top 5 having an arc-like pressing surface 5a of

a prescribed curvature is placed on the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

[0011] Then, the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 is entirely formed in the

cross-sectional shape of an inverted recess so that it does not make contact with the electrodes 2 and

3 in a non-pressure state, a depression 6 is formed at the center ofthe downside thereof, and the center

ofpressure-sensitive conductive rubber is formed into a thinner thickness.

[0012] Therefore, according to the structure of this example, if the pressure-sensing

conductive rubber 4 is pressurized via the key top 5, as shown in Fig, 3, the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber 4 collapses instantaneously, and it comes into contact with at least one ofmultiple

positive electrodes 2, 2 ... and one of multiple negative electrodes 3, 3

[0013] Ifthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 collapses and becomes deformed as

described above, not only do the positive electrode 2 and the negative electrode 3 simply conduct

with the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 as a movable contact, but also the electrical resistance

ofthe pressure-sensing conductive rubber 4 is instantly lowered by increasing the contact area with

the deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4, a necessary current flowing between

the positive electrode 2 and the negative electrode 3 to accomplish switching.

[0014] The above example A solid line B of Fig. 4 shows the lowering characteristic of

resistance value of the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4. The resistance value ofthe

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 is infinite in the non-pressure state, and in contrast, ifpressure

is applied, the resistance value suddenly lowers wherein, in a range in which the applied pressure

force is about 30 ~ 40 gf; the lowering degree ofthe resistance value slows down at a greater applied

pressure force, and gently lowers until it reaches an applied pressure force of about 400 gf, and the

resistance value stabilizes at a resistance value close to zero and at an applied pressure force greater

than 400 gf.



[0015] According to this example, the resistance value ofpressure-sensing conductive rubber

4 is suddenly lowered by applying only a very small applied pressure force, markedly reducing the

initial applied pressure force. Moreover once the resistance value is lowered, a sufficient drop of

resistance value necessary for switching is obtained without further increasing the applied pressure

force.

[0016] Since the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 has the cross-sectional shape of an

inverted recess and becomes cavity-like in the non-pressure state, a moderate feeling in the switching

is obtained by the collapse deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

[0017] An example of arranging both the plus and negative electrodes 2, 3 on theprint board

1 is shown in the above embodiment example, but only one of either a positive or negative electrode

may be arranged on the print board 1 and the other electrode may be arranged on the upper side of or

within the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

[0018]

[Efficacy of the invention] According to the present invention as described above, the

pressure-sensing conductive rubber is formed in the cross-sectional shape ofan inverted recess when

accomplishing switching due to a resistance change accompanied by the applied pressure of the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber with the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber as a movable

contact, therefore the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber is easily collapsed and deformed, ensuring

a large contact area in the collapse deformation, and a large drop ofresistance value is

instantaneously obtained by applying only a very small applied pressure, and once the resistance

value starts to lower, additional pressure force need not be applied, greatly improving the sensitivity

or responsiveness as a pressure sensitive switch,

[0019] Since a moderate feeling accompanied by the collapse deformation ofthe

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber itself is also obtained when the pressure-sensitive conductive

rubber is pressurized, the pressure sensitive switch also operates satisfactorily,



[Brief description of the drawings]

{Fig. 1) Sectional view at the time ofno applied pressure showing an example ofthe present

invention.
'

[Fig. 2] Sectional view along the a-a line of Fig. 1

.

[Fig. 3) Sectional view ofa pressure sensitive switch at the time of applied pressure showing

an example of the present invention.

[Fig. 4] Characteristic diagram showing the relationship between the applied pressure force

(load) and resistance value ofthe above pressure sensitive switch.

[Description* of the symbols]

1: print board

2 : positive electrode

3; negative electrode

4; pressure-sensitive conductive rubber

5; key top

8



applied pressure force

print board

positive electrode

negative electrode

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber
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[Fig. 3]

applied pressure force
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[Fig. 4]
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1

KEYSWITCH-INTEGRATED POINTINGASSEMBLY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Fidd of tire Invention

The present invention relates generally to apparatus for controlling cursor

movement on a cathode ray tube (CRT) and more particularly to such apparatus

which is integrated with a keyswitch on a keyboard.

Description of the Related Art

Prior art pointing devices for controlling a cursor on a CRT are known.

What others have failed to appreciate is the ergonomic implications of mechanical

and electrical null regions which must be traversed at the outset of a pointing

operation. Using prior art devices, even those that are force-sensitive, a user gets

no response to lateral displacement initially, until an electrode makes initial

contact, for example, with an elastomeric resistive layer The initial contact

causes a step response, as resistance drops from infinity to a measurable value -

- ajump the user may not have anticipated or desired. Then, as force is increased,

resistance falls rapidly, over some range, and finally falls more slowly with the

application of additional force. All of this is disconcerting to a user for most

applications. What is needed is to provide for pointing which is smoothly and

consistently responsive to user input from the outset of the pointing operation*

Another disadvantage associated with prior art devices is that they are not

sensitive to z-axis force. Forces applied laterally, i.e., in the x-y axis plane move

the CRT cursor correspondingly. It would be desirable for a vertical force, e.g.,

down the shaft of a joystick-type controller, to produce a proportional signal.

Such a signal could be used for example to control line width while drawing as a

function of z-axis force on the pointing device.
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Pointing devices which are integrated into keyswitches on keyboards are

also known in the prior art. In addition to suffering from the above-described *

disadvantages associated with prior art pointing devices, such integrated devices

take up substantially more space than a conventional key switch.

5

One prior art cursor control is shown in US* 4,313,113 (Thornburg). It

employs four orthogonal variable resistance pressure transducers, each transducer

comprising a coordinate electrode spaced from a cooperating electrode, at least

one of the electrodes being an elastomeric sheet material formed of a carbon

10 loaded polyolefin. The path resistance through the transducer goes down as

applied pressure goes up. Thornburg recognizes the advantage ofusing force to

control cursor speed. It makes no suggestion to integrate the device into a regular

keyswitch, The electrodes are spaced from the elastomeric layer, at rest, so that

there is a mechanical and electrical null region before the system responds to a

15 force input, followed by a step response when the electrode layers make initial

contact

U.S. 4,439,648 (Reiner et aL) is directed to a basic stand-alone joystick.

The handle rests on a rigid pivot so that vertical force is ignored. The handle is

20 coupled to an actuator portion spaced from all four switches, so there is a neutral

or null region of displacement before any switch is closed. The switches are

conventional, yielding only a binary signal, without regard to force,

U.S. 4,408,103 (Smith, HI) discloses a miniaturized joystick adapted for

25 mounting in a wristwatch. The joystick handle rests in a hollowed-out bearing

surface so that none of the switches is actuated by a downward force on the

handle. The switch actuating means is maintained spaced from all the switches by

a resilient rubber sheet layer, so there is a neutral or null region of displacement

before any ofthe switches is closed. The switches are miniaturized by forming

30 them as interleaved electrodes on a PCB. When the handle is pivoted, an actuator

NAA00004037
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pushes a conductive region ofthe resilient layer into contact with a corresponding

switch. The switches each yield a binary output, so lateral force beyond an initial

detent is ignored.

5 U.S. 4,246,452 (Chandler) shows anotherjoystick type device, here having

1 6 possible output signals. The mechanism again employs a handle having a

depending member that rests in a hollowed out bearing surface. Once again, the

switches each provide a binary signal, independent of lateral force beyond a

threshold force; vertical force is ignored; and, the actuator is spaced from the

10 switches to provide a null region.

U.S. 4,680,577 (Straayer et al.) suggests a multipurpose cursor control

keyswitch that serves both as a regular typing key, preferably in the "home row"

(asdf-jU;) of a keyboard, as well as a force-sensitive pointing input device. The

15 use of strain gauges as shown therein for force sensing, however, is not

commercially practical. Additionally, the recent rise in popularity of portable,

lap-top and now "notebook" computers makes low profile methods essential.

20 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention comprises a pointing device having a reference plate

and a generally planar force sensing means mounted on the reference plate. An

actuator applies force to said force sensing means. The actuator and force sensing

25 means are interconnected so that lateral and vertical forces applied to said

actuator are transmitted to said force sensing means.

In another aspect of the present invention, the pointing device is integrated

with a keyswitch on a keyboard.
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It is a general object of the present invention to provide a keyswitch-

integrated pointing assembly which overcomes the above-enumerated

disadvantages associated with prior art devices.

3 It is another object of the present invention to provide such an assembly

which smoothly distributes forces between sensing elements.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide such an

assembly which moves the operating point of the force sensing elements into a

10 continuous, smoother, region of operation.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide such an assembly

having generally opposed sensors which are loaded and unloaded in a

complementary fashion.

15

It is another object of the present invention to provide such an assembly

which is relatively low profile in structure and which is manufactured with

relatively low dimensional tolerance sensitivity.

20 The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the invention

will become more readily apparent from the following detailed description of

preferred embodiments which proceeds with reference to the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

25

FIG, 1 is an exploded perspective view of a first embodiment of a

elastomeric dome keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the

present invention.

30 FIG 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 2-2 in FIG. 1.
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FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of an alternative embodiment of a

elastomeric dome keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the

present invention.

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 4-4 in FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a first embodiment ofa discrete

keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 6-6 in FIG. 5.

FIG. 7 is an exploded perspective view ofan alternative embodiment of a

discrete keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the present

15 invention.

FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 8-8 in FIG. 7.

FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective view of an elastomeric dome keyswitch

20 and integrated pointing assembly including a pre-load spring assembly according

to the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 10-10 in FIG. 9.

25 FIG. 1 1 is a cross-sectional view similar to FIGS. 2 and 4 showing the

preload means located beside the switch mechanism instead of above or below it

30

FIG. 12 is a partially broken-away top view a keyboard, with the J keycap

removed, showing a mechanism similar to that ofFIGS. 1 and 2 having three

force sensing areas instead of four.
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FIG. 13 is a plot of the force versus resistance plot for an FSR* force

sensing resistor.

5

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view of a first embodiment of an

elastomeric keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the present

10 invention. Beginning roughly in the middle ofthe diagram, a conventional

elastomeric type keyboard includes a base plate 30, such being also referred to

herein as a reference plate, which is generally planar. The base plate may be of

any suitable rigid material, such as a plastic or metal, or it may be a printed circuit

board. For many applications, the base plate 30 is a printed circuit board and it

1 5 includes a plurality of switch contacts 32, like contacts 32, formed on the printed

circuit board so that switch closure is effected by downward pressure on the

switch contacts. This type of keyswitch is commonly used in a computer

keyboard, in which an array of such switch contacts are formed on the base plate

in a predetermined pattern corresponding to the pattern of the typing keys.

20

A conventional elastomeric keyboard also includes a rubber dome sheet 20.

The rubber dome sheet includes an array ofdome springs, like dome spring 21,

which provide a spring action that biases the keyswitch to the standby open

position. The rubber dome sheet 20 is registered over the base plate 30 so that

25 each dome spring 21 is aligned over a respective one ofthe switch contacts 32. In

some designs, the switch contacts 32 on the base plate comprise an interleaved set

of conductive fingers. In that case, the underside of the dome spring 21 includes a

conductive pad which, when pressed against the interleaved fingers, completes an

electrical path between the fingers thereby closing the switch.

30

NAA00004041
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Alternatively, in a membrane type keyswitch, the switch may comprise a

vertically spaced pair of electrodes in which case the underside of dome spring 21

need not be conductive, but merely arranged to impart vertical force to close the

switch. A plunger guide 14 rests on top ofthe rubber dome sheet 20. The rubber

5 dome sheet is silicone with a 30-50 Shore "A" durometer. The plunger guide 14

includes a central aperture 16, further discussed below. The plunger guide 14 is

positioned with the aperture 16 aligned over the dome spring 21 and switch

contacts 32. In the present embodiment of the invention, plunger guide 14 is

polycarbonate. The plunger guide 14 also includes a tower portion 1 5 extending

10 about the periphery of aperture 16. The tower portion 15 includes an upper

surface 18, hereafter referred to as the actuator indexing surface,

A conventional key cap 10 is coupled to a plunger 12. In some cases, the

key cap and plunger are molded of a single partf and in other cases they may be

15 formed of separate parts and engage one another. The aperture 16 is sized to

fittingly engage the plunger 12 while allowing vertical sliding motion ofthe

plunger responsive to a vertical force applied to the key cap by an operator.

A force-sensing resistor array 22 is positioned between the base plate 30

20 and rubber dome sheet 20. Hie force-sensing resistor array 22 includes a central

aperture 28, sized to clear the plunger 12 and switch contacts 32. The array 22 is

positioned so that the aperture 28 is registered with the plunger guide aperture 16,

dome spring 21 and switch contacts 32. In a typing mode of using the apparatus,

a generally downward pressure is applied to the key cap 10 by an operator. The

25 key cap and plunger 12 move downward together, with the plunger sliding

through the plunger guide aperture 1 6. The bottom end of the plunger contacts

dome spring 21 and compresses the dome sheet so that the underside ofthe dome

spring 21 contacts the switch contacts 32 on the base plate. Accordingly, the

force-sensing resistor array 22 does not interfere with, or in any way affect, the

30 usual operation ofthe keyswitch.

NAA00004042
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Vertical travel ofthe key cap and plunger is limited to a position in which

the key cap indexing surface 1 1 contacts the actuator indexing surface 1 8, The

key cap indexing surface 1 1 and actuator indexing surface 1 8 have

complementaiy configurations for mating with one another. They may simply be

flat, for example, or they may be tapered, stepped, or the like, to aid in guiding the

plunger and to contribute to a solid coupling between the key cap and plunger, on

the one hand, and the plunger guide/actuator 14 on the other hand, when the key

cap is in a depressed state.

A pre-load pad 34 is positioned in parallel contact with the underside of

base plate 30. A rigid back-up plate 36 is positioned in parallel contact with the

underside of pre-load pad 34. The back-up plate 36, pre-load pad 34, base plate

30, force-sensing resistor array 22, and rubber dome sheet 20, all have a plurality

of mounting holes, preferably arranged symmetrically about the neutral axis. The

neutral axis, as used herein, refers to a vertical axis through the center of apertures

16, 28, dome spring 21, etc. in FIGS. 1 and 2 and to a corresponding central axis

in each of the other embodiments. The plunger guide/actuator 14 includes

corresponding mounting holes, at least extending into the underside of the plunger

guides/actuator, for receiving fastening means such as fasteners or screws 38.

The screws 38 extend through the back-up plate, pre-load pad, base plate, force-

sensing resistor array, rubber dome and rubberdome sheet and are threadably

secured in the plunger guide/actuator for maintaining the foregoing elements in

the positions described. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the bores in plates 30, 36; pad

34; array 22; and sheet 20 through which screws 38 extend are sized to leave an

annular space as shown between the shaft of each screw 38 and the bores through

which it is received. With the end of each screw threadably secured in

guide/actuator 14, the guide/actuator may thus be recked or tilted about the

neutral axis in a manner and for a purpose which is described in more detail

hereinafter. The fasteners 38 could be integrally formed with the back-up plate 36

or guide/actuator 14.



Operation of the elastomer key switch and integrated pointing assembly of

FIG. 1 is best understood with reference to a cross-sectional view of the same

assembly shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 shows the assembly of FIG. 1 in the standby

state, i.e., when no external force is applied to the key cap 10, This cross-

sectional view illustrates a flat configuration of the indexing surfaces 11,18.

The actuator 14 includes four actuator surfaces 17, protruding from the

underside of actuator 14 and positioned so that each of the actuator surfaces 17

contacts a respective one of the force-sensing resistor elements 24 in the array 22.

Preferably each of actuator surfaces 17 are substantially in the shape ofa

spherical segment The rubber dome sheet 20 extends between the actuator

surfaces 17 and the corresponding force-sensing elements 24. This has been

found to be advantageous in that the rubber dome sheet smoothly disperses or

distributes forces applied through the actuator surfaces 17 to the force-sensing

element 24. The base plate 30 provides a relatively rigid support to the underside

of the force-sensing array 22 so that forces applied through the actuator surfaces

17 are efficiently coupled to the force-sensing array. The actuator 14 includes a

hollowed out portion on the underside, defined by a surface 19, so that the

actuator 14 does not contact the dome spring 21 . The actuator therefore does not

interfere with the usual typing operation.

The height of the tower portion 15 ofthe actuator is sized to cooperate with

the key cap and plunger to limit vertical displacement of the keycap and plunger

to a position sufficient to actuate switch contacts 32, but no further. Once the

indexing surfaces 1 1, 18 are contacting one another, substantially all forces

applied to the key cap by an operator, vertical as well as lateral, are transmitted

through the plunger and actuator to the force sensor array.
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As noted with regard to FIG. 1 , the actuator 14 is coupled to the back-

up plate 36 by suitable rigid fasteners 38. The pre-load pad 34, extending

between the back-up plate 36 and the base plate 30 is formed of a compressible

material such as a closed cell foam. In the present embodiment of the invention,

plate 30 comprises a polyurethane foam with a low compression set. During

manufacture, the fastening means are applied so as to partially compress the pre-

load pad 34. This arrangement holds the entire assembly together without play

and, more particularly, applies a pre-load force to each of the force-sensing

elements 24.

Applying a pre-load force to the force-sensing resistor elements 24 is

important for the following reasons. First, force-sensing resistor elements, for

example a device sold under the trade name FSR* by Interlink, Inc. of California,

provide essentially infinite resistance when no force is applied to the element.

When even small initial force is applied, on the order of a hundred grams, the

FSR* elements instantly drop to an initial resistance on the order of a few hundred

thousand ohms. This drastic change, or step response, is disconcerting to an

operator and undesirable for most applications. The application of a preload

force to the FSR* device eliminates this initial step response problem.

Second, even after a small initial force is applied, FSR* elements exhibit

resistance to force characteristics that initially changes very quickly, for example,

exponentially, and, as force is further increased, moves into a more linear region

of operation. By arranging a pre-load force to bias the FSR* elements into this

more linear region of operation, the devices will exhibit a more linear response to

external forces applied by the operator.

It may be observed that the key cap 10 is entirely supported by the

structures shown in FIG. 2. In a conventional keyboard, the key cap and plunger
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are supported by a plunger guide having a central aperture similar to aperture 1

6

in actuator 14, but the guide generally is part of a continuous molded plate that

includes a guide for each of the key switches in a keyboard array. Here, the

plunger guide is formed in the actuator 14, which must be isolated from the rest of

5 the keyswitch array to provide for imparting lateral forces for pointing operations.

The structure shown in FIG. 2, therefore, is freestanding, except that it is mounted

on the base plate or printed circuit board 30.

In norma] keyswitch operation, as noted, the pointing device apparatus does

not affect the switch operation. The tactile response or "feel" of the keyswitch is

the same as an unmodified keyswitch, in that it is determined by the usual dome

spring 21 on the rubber dome sheet 20. In a pointing operation, the indexing

surfaces 11, 18 contact each other so that all forces imparted to the key cap 10 by

an operator are transmitted to the actuator 14 and, through the actuator surfaces

17, to the force-sensing array 22. As noted above the force-sensing elements are

pre-loaded to a predetermined operating point, so that a lateral force applied to the

key cap 10, for example, along the X or Y axis, results in a differential signal in

that the force applied to one of the force-sensing elements 24 is increased while

the force applied to the force-sensing element opposite the first force-sensing

element is decreased. A force applied in any direction off the X orY axis results

in resistance to change in all four sensing elements.

Noteworthy is the absence of any pivot type supporting means as in a

conventional joystick. According to the present invention, the keycap and

25 plunger are supported, in the depressed state, by the actuator 14. Accordingly,

downward or Z direction forces are coupled through the actuator surfaces 17 to

the sensing array 22. The present apparatus thereby measures the overall or net

force applied by an operator. The net force can easily be computed by summing

the forces on all the sensors. The net applied force information is useful in many

30 applications, for example, to control cursor speed, or to provide Z axis control.

10

15

20
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Increasing the apparent cursor speed in response to a greater operator applied

force provides a natural and economically efficient response.

The pre-load pad 34 also affords the advantage of neutralizing

manufacturing variations in the various components described, as wefl as

obviating a pivot's high tolerance requirements. In use, the compressed pre-load

pad 34 takes up variations in thickness of the elements in between the backup

plate 36 and the actuator 14 to avoid any play or wobble in the system. As long

as the force-sensing elements are biased to some reasonable operating point, a

processing unit coupled to the force-sensing array can be arranged to calibrate

itself to define zero force as whatever resistances are provided by the force-

sensing elements in the absence of externally applied forces.

Elimination of the pivot type supporting means also allows the present

invention to avoid interference with the operation of the existing keyswitch

means.

FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of an alternative embodiment of an

elastomer keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the present

invention. Referring to FIG. 3, the assembly again includes a base plate 30, a

force-sensing array 22, rubber dome sheet 20, keycap 10, and plunger 12, all of

which are similar to those described with regard to FIGS. 1 and 2. Here, the

existing keyboard or other device is assumed to include a fixed top plate 40. The

top plate 40 may be part of a larger plate that forms part of a keyboard anay or,

for example, may be part of a rigid enclosure. Plate 40 includes a central aperture

42 which is sized to provide clearance around the guide tower 47 to allow lateral

displacement ofthe tower. For some applications, in which the existing aperture

42 is sized to fittingly engage the plunger for guiding the plunger, it must be

suitably enlarged for implementing the integrated pointing assembly. A

combined plunger guide and actuator 46 (hereafter "actuator") is positioned, as
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before, to rest on the existing rubberdome sheet 20, albeit without contacting the

dome spring portion 2 1 . Actuator 46 includes a central aperture 49 sized to

fittingly engage the plunger 12 while allowing sliding motion of the plunger

responsive to the vertical depression of the keycap. The actuator 46 also includes

a tower portion 47 extending about a periphery of the aperture 49 and including

an actuator indexing surface 48 for contacting a complementary keycap indexing

surface 1 1 (shown in FIG. 4) on the underside of the keycap.

A preload means 44, in this case a foam pre-load pad, includes a central

aperture 45 sized to clear the tower 47 so that the pre-load pad 44 rests on the

peripheral flange portion of actuator 46.

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the assembly of FIG. 3 in a standby

position, i.e., in the absence of externally applied forces. Actuator 46 includes a

hollowed out portion on the underside so that it does not contact the dome spring

21 . The actuator 46 includes actuator surfaces 50 protruding from the underside

of the actuator, each of which is positioned over a respective one of the force

sensor elements 24.

As before, the rubber dome sheet 20 extends between the actuator surfaces

50 and the corresponding force sensor elements for distributing applied forces.

As noted, the aperture 42 in support plate 40 provides a space 42 between the

actuator 46 and support plate 40 extending around the entire periphery of the

aperture 42, so that, even when a lateral force is applied to deflect the keycap and

plunger off the neutral axis, the actuator does not contact the support plate 40.

The pre-load pad 44 is positioned between the peripheral flange portion of the

actuator 46 and the underside of support plate 40.
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In the typical keyboard application, the support plate 40 is fixed to the base

plate 30, independently of die structures here described. For example, a typical

keyboard may have screws or other fasteners interconnecting top and bottom

plates at several locations. Such an arrangement may be adequate to hold the

structures of FIGS. 3 and 4 in their intended positions. However, it may be

preferable, depending upon the particular application, to provide fastening means

for interconnecting the support plate 40 to the base plate 30 in one or more

locations adjacent the integrated assembly of FIGS. 3 and 4 to ensure appropriate

pre-loading of the force-sensing elements as described above. This is illustrated

in FIG. 3 as fastener 41 . Although the pre-loading pad is arranged differently in

the embodiment ofFIGS. 3 and 4, it Amotions essentially in the same manner and

provides the same advantages as described above with respect to FIGS. 1 and 2.

FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a first embodiment of a discrete

keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the present invention.

The term "discrete keyswitch" is used here to refer to any of a variety of switches

which are self-contained to stand alone. That is, the discrete switch includes

some switch mechanism disposed within a housing and having a plurality of leads

extending from the housing for electrical connection to the switch. This is

distinguished from an elastomer keyswitch ofthe type described above which is

implemented in some elastomer or arranged on a printed circuit board. FIG. 5

thus includes a switch mechanism housing 56 that encloses a conventional switch.

Ait existing base plate (or printed circuit board) 64 includes mounting holes

65 and a plurality of clearance holes 68, sized to clear leads (in FIG. 6) that

extend from the underside of the switch housing 56.

Force-sensing array 22, keycap 10 and plunger 12 are similar to those

described above. The switch mechanism housing 56 which, in general, is a cube-

shape, is modified to include an actuator flange 58 extending about a periphery of
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the housing as shown. The combined unit is referred to hereafter as a

switch/actuator 72. Switch/actuator 72 includes a central aperture 57 sized to

fittingly engage the plunger 12 while allowing a vertical sliding motion therein.

The switch/actuator 72 also includes a switch/actuator indexing surface 70

extending along a periphery of aperture 57 for contacting the keycap indexing

surface 1 1 as described above. A compliant force distribution pad 60 is sized and

shaped to fit between the sensor array 22 and switch/actuator 72, and, more

particularly, to cover the force sensing elements 24. Pad 60 is made from a

material similar to rubber dome sheet 20. The force distribution pad 60 includes a

central aperture 61 sized and arranged to clear a bottom portion of the

switch/actuator 72, as best seen in FIG. 6. TTie force distribution pad is formed of

a resilient, compliant material such as a foam or rubber material, for distributing

forces applied by the switch/actuator 72 over a surface area of the force-sensing

elements 24, similar to the rubber dome sheet 20 in the embodiments described

above.

A pre-load pad 54 is arranged to rest on an upper surface of the actuator

flange 58 and includes a central aperture 55 sized to clear the switch mechanism

housing 56. Finally, a pressure plate 52 is sized to at least cover the pre-load pad

54 and similarly includes a central aperture 53 sized to clear the switch

mechanism housing 56. A plurality of fasteners 66, for example screws, are

disposed to extend through or from the base plate 64, through elements 22, 60, 58

and 54, and are secured into holes 51 provided in the pressure plate 52 for that

purpose. The arrangement of the mounting holes is not critical, although

preferably they are symmetrically arranged about the neutral axis to pre-load the

force-sensing elements evenly. Where the force-sensor elements 24 are arranged

in a square configuration, as shown in FIG. 5, it is convenient to provide the

mounting holes in a square configuration rotationally offset by 45# from the

square defined by the force-sensor elements, as illustrated.
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Referring to FIG. 6, the assembly of FIG. 5 is shown in cross-section in the

standby state. As the switch/actuator 72 includes four actuator surfaces 59, each

ofwhich protrudes from the underside of the actuator flange region 58 and is

registered with a respective one of the force-sensing elements 24. Spring 75 is a

schematic depiction of a conventional biasing element which biases plunger 12

upwardly. The compliant force pad 60 extends between the actuator surfaces 59

and the force-sensing elements 24to distribute forces transmitted by the actuator

surfaces. The pre-load pad 54 and pressure plate 52, as noted, include central

apertures sized to clear the switch mechanism housing 56, thereby providing a

clearance gap 73 therebetween, to allow lateral deflection of the keycap and

plunger, when plunger 12 is fully depressed relative to actuator 72, without

Contacting the pressure plate or pre-load pad. The base plate 64 is fastened to the

pressure plate 52 to compress the pre-load pad 54, thereby applying a pre-load

force to the force-sensing elements as discussed earlier

Importantly, the switch/actuator 72 is arranged so that a bottom surface 74

of the switch housing 56 is spaced from the base plate 64, thereby forming a gap

78 therebetween.

The switch leads 80 extend through clearance holes 68 in the base plate

and are electrically connected, for example, to the underside of base plate 64 (in

the case in which the base plate is a printed circuit board) by flexible leads 82 so

that there is essentially no mechanical coupling between the switch leads 80 and

the base plate. Accordingly, the switch/actuator 72 rests on, and is mechanically

supported only by, the actuator surfaces 59. Thus, when the keycap 10 is

depressed toward the base plate so that the keycap indexing surface 1 1 contacts

the actuator indexing surface 70, all forces applied to the keycap 10 by an

operator, including downward or Z axis forces, are transmitted through elements

72, 59, and 60 to the force-sensor array 22. The clearance gap 78 is sized to allow
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adequate lateral deflections of the keycap and plunger while maintaining the

bottom surface 74 spaced from the base plate 64. The configuration shown and

described has no impact on the overall height of the keyswitch assembly, with the

exception of the small gap 78* This is particularly advantageous in applications

where the height profile is critical, such as keyboards in lap-top or "notebook
11

size computers.

FIG. 7 is an exploded perspective view of an alternative embodiment of a

discrete keyswitch and integrated pointing assembly according to the present

invention.

FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view ofthe assembly ofFIG. 7, shown in the

standby state. The reader is by now familiar with the elements shown in FIGS. 7

and 8. Accordingly, this embodiment will be described only by way of

comparison to the embodiment of FIGS. 5 and 6. In the embodiment of FIGS. 7

and 8, the pre-load pad 54 and pressure plate 52 are positioned below the base

plate 64, i.e„ on a side ofthe base plate opposite the switch/actuator 72. The

assembly is otherwise similar to the earlier embodiment and functions essentially

in the same way. While this embodiment extends slightly below the base plate

64, it has the advantage of providing clearance above the actuator flange 58. This

allows the keycap 10 to extend down into the region over the actuator flange 58 as

required in some very low-profile switch configurations.

FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate yet another embodiment of the present invention,

again directed to applications that include elastomeric dome or membrane

keyswitches as discussed above with respect to FIGS. 1-4. Referring to FIGS. 9

and 10, the base plate 30, sensor array 22, rubber dome sheet 20, guide/actuator

46, keycap 10 and plunger 12 are similar to those described above. Here,

however, a pre-load spring assembly 84 is provided for pre-loading the four

sensor elements. The pre-load spring assembly 84 is formed of a sturdy yet
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resilient material such as stainless steel 302 or PH 17-7. The pre-load spring

assembly includes a frame portion 85 which is arranged to reside above an upper

surface of the peripheral flange region of the actuator 46. The frame region 85

thus includes a central aperture 90, sized to clear the tower 47 of actuator 46.

Rrame portion 85 also includes four depending regions 87, arranged to extend in

use alongside the actuator 46. Each of the depending members 87 is formed to

include a respective retaining clip 88 adjacent a terminal end of the corresponding

depending member. The pre-load spring assembly 84 also includes a pair of

spring elements 86, each extending generally coplanar to the frame region 85.

The terminal portions of each spring element 86 define a pair of ears 89, each ear

extending downward below the plane defined by the frame region 85. The ears 89

contact the guide/actuator 46 at points 91.

The rubber dome sheet 20 includes four elongate slots 94 extending

therethrough for receiving a respective one of the depending members 87.

Similarly, the base plate 30 includes four elongate slots 95 also for receiving the

depending members 87. The depending members are spaced apart sufficiently to

avoid contacting the sensor array 22.

Referring now to FIG. 10, the mechanism is assembled so that the pre-

load assembly 84 is disposed about the actuator 46 so that each of the ears 89

contacts an upper surface ofthe peripheral flange region of the actuator 46, Each

of the depending members 87 extends down alongside the actuator 46 and through

the corresponding slots 94 in the rubber dome sheet 20 and the slots 95 in base

plate 30. The retaining clips 88 contact the lower surface of base plate 30 so as to

retain the pre-load spring assembly 84 in position. The spring elements 86 exert

downward pressure through the ears 89 on the actuator 46 to pre-load the force-

sensing elements. The embodiment of FIGS. 9 and 10 is otherwise similar to the

embodiments discussed above with respect to FIGS. 4-3 and 4. The pre-load

spring assembly 84 has the advantage ofproviding both the pre-loading means
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and all necessary fasteners within a single integral unit. The spring assembly can

be stamped out of a suitable metal and the necessary slots in the other elements

can easily be stamped as well, resulting in simple and inexpensive manufacturing.

FIG. 1 1 illustrates yet another embodiment of the invention. While FIG. 4

illustrates a pre-load pad 44 disposed generally above an existing switch dement,

and FIG. 2 illustrates a pre-load pad 34 disposed below the existing switch

element, FIG. 1 1 illustrates an embodiment in which pre-load pads 104 are

disposed beside an existing switch element. Guide/Actuator 96 is substantially

similar to those in FIGS. 2 and 4 with the addition of a preload flange 106

disposed just outside the region containing the curved actuator surfaces 110. Top

surface 97 and preload plate 102 are separated from keyboard top plate 98 by a

gap 1 12. Fasteners 108 retain the preload plate 102 to the base plate 30 while

compressing pads 104 and flange 106 therebetween. A clearance gap 1 14 is

provided so the actuator 96 can be rocked without binding. Gap 100 allows the

actuator 96 to be displaced laterally without contacting top plate 98.

FIG. 12 is a partially broken-away plan view of a keyboard 116 having a

plurality of keycaps, like keycaps 118. In arrangement, the system shown is

similar to that in FIG. 1.

The keycap and plunger are removed from theT key in Fig. 12 to show

important aspects of the present invention more clearly. Actuator/guide 120 is

shown beneath top plate 133 through a cutaway Yiew in the top plate.

Actuator/Guide 120 (hereinafter referred to as actuator 120) is similar to

actuator 14 in FIG. 1 except that an alternative embodiment is shown using three

force-sensing elements 122, denoted by dotted lines to indicate their location on

the underside of the actuator 120, rather than four force-sensing elements, like

elements 24 in Rg. 1 . FIG. 12 shows the sensing elements 122 evenly spaced
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around a central aperture 130 of actuator 120. Furthermore, one of the sensing

elements is preferably lined up with a major axis (in this case the cY axis),

reducing the complexity of the computations required to deriveXY signals from

the sensor information.

A rubber dome 126 is shown indicated by a dotted line below an actuator

indexing surface 132. The tower portion of actuator 120 is separated from the

clearance hole 128 in top plate 133 by a working gap, as in the previous figures.

Fastener attachment holes 124 are located midway between the sensing areas and

allow fasteners to attach the actuator 120 to the preload means beneath the base

plate (not shown) as in FIG. 1.

FIG. 13 is a graph of the response ofthe example FSR force sensing means.

FSRs change resistance dependent upon the force.

Graph 134 shows this resistance versus force relationship. For forces

below 50 grains or so the FSR array is essentially an open circuit As the force is

increased from 10 to 100 grams or so, the resistance drops suddenly as indicated

by region 136. Region 136 is characterized by highly variable operation and is not

useful for accurate or repeatable force sensing.

As the applied force is increased further, to 200 grams or so, the resistance

changes stabilize as indicated by region 138. Region 140, denoted by the heavy

line, represents the useful operating range of the FSR array, from approximately

200 to 450 grams.

One purpose ofthe preload means of the present invention is to provide a

constant force of approximately 300 grams on each of the FSR sensing elements.

This both moves the FSR operating point into a more linear, repeatable region and

allows forces on the actuator to both increase (as an actuator bears down) or
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decrease (as an actuator lifts) forces on the FSR within it's useful range.

e

This latter effect of the preload means is very important, as it eliminates the

need for a central pivot to distribute forces since the force sensors can now

5 indicate reduced as well as increased loading. As forces are increased above 700

grams or so, the change in FSR resistance per additional gram lowers thus

resulting in decreased sensitivity.

Having illustrated and described the principles of our invention in a

10 preferred embodiment thereof, it should be readily apparent to those skilled in the

art that the invention can be modified in arrangement and detail without departing

from such principles. We claim all modifications coming within the spirit and

scope of the accompanying claims.
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CLAIMS:

L A pointing device comprising:

a plate;

generally planar force sensing means, disposed in parallel contact with the

reference plate and having a plurality of force sensing elements positioned in a

predetermined pattern, for sensing force applied to the sensing elements;

actuator means disposed adjacent the force sensing means and having a

plurality of actuator surfaces protruding toward the force sensing means, each of

the actuator surfaces contacting a respective one of the force sensing elements for

supporting the actuator means and for transmitting to the corresponding force

sensing element a force applied to the actuator means;

means interconnecting the reference plate and the actuator means for

maintaining the actuator surfaces in contact with the corresponding force sensing

elements; and

means for pre-loading the force sensing elements so that each force sensing

element provides a respective predetermined output signal in the absence of an

external force applied to the keycap.

2. A pointing device according to claim 1 further comprising:

compliant means extending between the actuator surfaces and the force

sensing elements for distributing the forces transmitted by the actuator surfaces.

3. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein each actuator

surface is convex along a region that contacts the corresponding force sensing

element to apply force over a changing surface area of the sensing element

responsive to changing force applied by the operator.
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4. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein the reference plate

comprises a membrane substrate and the force sensing means is integrally formed

in the substrate.

5. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein the pre-loading

means comprises:

a backup plate extending parallel to the reference plate on a side opposite

the force sensing means; and

a pre-loading pad extending between the backup plate and the reference

plate; and wherein the interconnecting means couples the backup plate to the

actuator means, thereby maintaining the pre-loading force on the sensing means.

6. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein each of the force

sensing elements includes a force sensitive resistor means.

7. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein said means for

applying force comprises

.

8. A pointing device according to claim 7 wherein:

the reference plate includes a switch;

the keycap includes a depending plunger having a bottom end for actuating

the switch and a keycap indexing surface extending along an underside ofthe

keycap;

the force sensing means includes a first central aperture sized to clear the

plunger and registered over the switch;

the force sensing elements are positioned about the first central aperture;

the actuator means includes a second central aperture registered over the

switch, sized to fittingly receive the plunger for transmitting lateral force to the

actuator means, while allowing sliding motion therebetween for actuating the

switch;
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the actuator surfaces are positioned about the second central aperture; and

the actuator means further includes an actuator indexing surface about the

periphery of the second aperture for contacting the keycap indexing surface, when

the keycap is depressed toward the reference plate, to transmit to the force sensing

elements a Z component of a force applied to the keycap while the indexing

surfaces contact one another.

9. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein the pre-loading

means comprises a spring assembly for biasing the pre-loading means into a pre-

loaded condition.

10. A pointing device according to claim 1 wherein the actuator means

and the keycap are supported primarily by the force sensing elements through the

actuator surfaces so that external force, including X, Y and Z components thereof,

is transmitted to the force sensing means.

11. A pointing device comprising;

a reference plate;

generally planar force sensing means mounted on said reference plate;

actuator means for applying a force to said force sensing means;

means for interconnecting said force sensing means and said actuator

means whereby lateral and vertical forces applied to said actuator means are

transmitted to said force sensing means.

12. The pointing device of claim 1 1 wherein said actuator means

comprises a plurality of substantially semispherical segments having spherical

portions thereofurged against said force sensing means and wherein said

interconnecting means comprises:

a compressable pad adjacent a side of said semispherical segments

substantially opposite said force sensing means; and
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fastening means for urging said pad against said segments, said fastening

means being constructed and arranged to permit a decrease in force applied to

said sensing means by one of said spherical portions responsive to an increase in

force applied to said sensing means by another of said spherical portions.

13. The pointing device of claim 1 1 wherein said device further

includes means for pre-loading said force sensing means.
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